
 
 
 

 

CHEBA HUT IS OPENING ITS SECOND MILWAUKEE LOCATION ON MONDAY, FEBRUARY 13TH!  
 

Milwaukee, WI - The shop located on the corner of Kinnickinnic Avenue and Ward Street, right across from Zilman Park,
will be the state’s third Cheba Hut location. The cannabis-themed restaurant and bar can’t wait to light the joint up and
become Bay View’s hangout for curing cottonmouth and the munchies!

Heather and RC Huhn, a local Milwaukee couple, always had an interest in restaurant ownership and immediately upon
discovering Cheba Hut, the Huhns fell in love with the food and were instantly drawn to the brand’s welcoming and laid
back environment paired with the way it prioritizes its employees. Today, the Huhns are the proud owners of three
Cheba Hut locations across Wisconsin. 

Being Milwaukee locals, Heather explains how it was necessary that odes to the neighborhood were included within their
shop, “Our Mural has some great ties to our one and only, Summerfest - The World’s Largest Festival.  We have paid
tribute to some of the most famous musicians and comics that have graced the main stage. It also includes many iconic
images that are unique to this side of Milwaukee.” 

As Heather and RC continue to expand across the state, the WI leadership team and their shop crews understand the
importance of Cheba Hut’s Core Values (The Hustle, Show Respect, Own It, Pay It Forward, Keep It Real). “We hold all of
these Core Values in high regard and want to bring each to our communities.  As we are entering into the Bay View
neighborhood, a main focus will be “Keeping It Real” and to be a positive influence, bringing an amazing laid back vibe
and dank food to the community for all people (and four-legged friends) to enjoy!” 

The shop located at 2202 S Kinnickinnic Ave, will open its doors on Monday, February 13th at 10am. The brand is stoked
to bring over 30 signature “toasted” subs, an array of delicious  munchie treats, and cottonmouth cures for all ages
(Crafted Cocktails for the 21+ homies). 

Make sure you grab your buds (pun-intended) and go celebrate the shop and its crew! For more information about
opening day and upcoming events check out @chebahut_mkekinnickinnic

About Cheba Hut “Toasted” Subs: Cheba Hut has been
escaping the established and getting “toasted” since

1998. Breaking the mold of mundane fast-casual
concepts by becoming the first cannabis-themed

sandwich “joint”, Cheba Hut is dedicated to providing
customers with delicious and memorable sandwich and
munchie options in a chill, eclectic environment where

made-to-order food is served by genuine people.
Cheba Hut’s fun and authentic dining experience
includes a full-service bar and highlights its menu

because it’s not about getting high, it’s about epic food
and legendary service! Visit chebahut.com and follow

on social media @chebahut 

Contact: mel@chebahut.com
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